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A supercouple or super couple (also known as a power couple) is a popular or wealthy pairing that intrigues
and fascinates the public in an intense or obsessive fashion.
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43 A good story 4 3 Read the following review of â€˜The Matrixâ€™, which appeared in a student magazine.
Does this type of film appeal to you? 4 Complete each gap 1â€“8 using the underlined words from the review
of â€˜The Matrixâ€™.
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Ivanhoe / Ëˆ aÉª v É™n ËŒ h oÊŠ / is a historical novel by Sir Walter Scott, first published in 1819 (all first
editions carry the date of 1820, however, it was released at the end of December 1819) in three volumes and
subtitled A Romance.
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lastcrazyhorn is a fanfiction author that has written 45 stories for Harry Potter, Criminal Minds, NCIS, Law and
Order: CI, X-overs, Doctor Who, Under the Dome, Justice League, and Batman the Animated Series.
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This is the ultimate Harry/Draco (Drarry) story list. What you'll find here are stories I've been collecting for
over a decade. There are action adventure stories, romance stories, alternate universe stories, time travel
stories and more.
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phoenixgirl26 is a fanfiction author that has written 149 stories for Harry Potter.
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Miracles and Conundrums of the Secondary Planets by Jacob M. Appel (Black Lawrence Press) This book is
an eBook, not a physical book. Recipient is asked to provide a review in exchange for this book.
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